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Curiosity Guide #704 
Leafy Science 
Accompanies Curious Crew, Season 7, Episode 4 (#704) 

 

Sinking Spinach 
Investigation #7 

 

Description 

Photosynthesis is hard to see, and here is your chance.  Watch VERY 

closely!  Amazing! 

 

Materials 

• A few spinach leaves stored in the dark 

• Straw 

• Baking soda 

• Water 

• Measuring cup 

• Clear cup 

• Clear bottle with cap 

• Light source or lamp 

• Aluminum foil 

• Dish soap 

• Large syringe 

• Gram scale 

• Measuring spoon 

• Tissue paper 

 

Procedure 

1) Prepare the fresh spinach leaves by keeping the leaves in the dark 

until you are ready to do the experiment. 
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2) Use the gram scale to measure .5 grams of baking soda onto a piece 

of tissue paper. 

3) Pour 500 milliliters of water into the bottle.  Add the baking soda. 

4) Screw on the cap and gently rotate the bottle to dissolve the soda. 

5) Add a single drop of dish soap, screw the cap back on, and gently 

rotate the bottle.  Be careful not to create a lot of bubbles. 

6) Get out a spinach leaf or two.  Pierce the fresh leaves several times 

with the end of the straw to collect leaf discs in the straw. 

7) Blow the discs out of the end of the straw into the open syringe. 

8) Gently tap the top of the syringe so the discs fall into the base of 

the syringe.  Press the plunger in so there is a small amount of space 

for the discs. 

9) Carefully pour the water and soda mixture into the open cup so no 

bubbles form. Then draw several milliliters of the water solution into 

the syringe with the leaf discs still inside.  Watch closely. 

10) What do you notice about the leaf discs in the liquid? 

11) In order to get the leaves to sink, depress the syringe to remove 

most of the air, then cap the top with a finger, and draw the plunger 

back. 

12) Quickly release the plunger and repeat several times.  Tap the base 

of the plunger to free gas bubbles.  The discs will begin to sink. 

13) What do you notice when pulling the plunger back? 

14) Open the plunger over the open cup so the discs fall into the cup. 

15) Place the light source over the cup, turn the light on, and observe. 

16) What do you notice? 

17) Cover the entire cup with aluminum foil and wait thirty minutes. 

18) What do you notice now? 

 

Results 
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Explanation 

The dish soap helps the baking soda get past the leaf’s water-repellent 

surface.  Once the discs are in the syringe, they float at first.  This is 

because the air in the leaves between the cells makes the leaf discs 

buoyant.  When the plunger is drawn back, little bubbles appear around 

the leaf discs.  These bubbles are the escaping gases from the leaves. 

Less gas means less buoyancy, so some will start to sink.  Plants need 

carbon, water, and light for photosynthesis.  The open cup contains 

baking soda, which is carbon, and water.  When you turn the light on, 

you have all the elements needed for photosynthesis.  Additional 

energy gets transferred to the system.  The sunken discs begin to 

develop bubbles around their surfaces, which is evidence that the leaf 

discs are starting to photosynthesize.  The leaves are making glucose 

from the carbon, water, and light.  The leaves also give off the 

byproduct of oxygen gas that can be seen as bubbles around the leaves.  

After several minutes, the discs will begin to float.  The faster the 

discs float to the top, the faster oxygen is being produced.  Because 

the plants use oxygen in cellular respiration, these bubbles are the 

oxygen produced minus the oxygen the leaf is using. After thirty 

minutes of being in the dark, the discs sink once again.  This is because 

the leaf can’t make sugar and oxygen any more through photosynthesis, 

but the leaf continues to use the sugar and oxygen it has.  Eventually, 

the oxygen bubbles the discs made will be used up, and the discs will 

sink. 

 

Parents and Educators: use #CuriousCrew 

#CuriosityGuide to share what your Curious Crew 

learned! 
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